Do the right thing.

The causes of youth violence in my community are guns and knives. Without those objects in somebody's hand, I believe the world would be a better place.

Some people might not agree with me on this subject, but it is true.

Life is something that everyone loses, you can get your life taken away with a gun; I know a lot of people who got their life taken away with a gun, maybe they was at the wrong place at the wrong time, but it didn't have to be that way.

Kids of today should not pick up weapons or any kind of thing that could hurt a human with a life. I think that I can probably change the world if I tell people to stop violence, it probably wouldn't do any good. But it's worth a try. I feel that as a individual and a person with a freedom of speech, someone will listen to what I have to say. Basically what I'm trying to say is stop violence and be who you wanna be.

The world would be a better place if people didn't have guns or knives. Me as an individual can go all the way and beyond to the top to stop teen violence or killing of any kind. Freedom of speech is very important.
Despite all the things I seen or heard about in my life. The most specific event of all that affected my life was when I seen someone get shot in front of me. It was hot outside, about 75 degrees that day. I was with my cousin Marcus and a couple of friends. We was going skateboarding. We was walking down the bus line and I'm asking my friend how who was left of me at the time. So we stop up cause he was talking about something he seen last night. That didn't wanna hear about it. Marcus told me that he wanted to hear about it. While we was walking, I told everybody that there is a bar and we are about to pass so don't be all loud. Everybody was hinding there arms. I seen this car rolling down the street. Real fast. I didn't know what was going on. Some dude hop out the car with black gloves on a black and I'm thinking to myself something. God is about to happen and I told the guys to start running. Rich had to be the smart one and fall back and the dude started shooting. A man who was walking in front of us got hit and felt terrified. Me and all the guys started running. We never looked back.